Installing the D7E1 Build:

• Copy the contents of the ScarecrowVolume folder to the scarecrow volume.

• If you are running system 7.5, replace the system on the non-scarecrow volume with the system from the D7E1 build.

• If you are running system 7.1.2, add the ModernOS Enabler to the system folder on the non-scarecrow volume.

• Add the ModernOS folder (Drag explicitly into an open system folder, it will want to throw everything into the extensions folder otherwise), and ModernOSLoader.pef to your system folder, on the non-scarecrow drive if you have it.

• Make sure there is an empty file on the non-scarecrow volume (if you are using two volumes) which is titled "No Scarecrow Mount"

• To run the startup tests, move the TestProcess code fragment out of the OptionalCFrags directory of the scarecrow volume and move it onto the root directory of the scarecrow volume.

• *** Very Important *** Hold down the caps-lock key in order to boot NuKernel!

• *** Very Important *** Copy your scarecrow disk image to another volume, the scarecrow volume will get corrupted over the course of a few test runs.

• *** Very Important *** If you get a message like 'core resources: assertion failed,' replace your finder due to its corrupted resource fork.

• Make disk first aid a startup item, and repair it every time you boot into the conventional system.

• *** Very Important ***

Make sure that you have a blessed system folder on your scarecrow drive. For some reason this folder tends to get de-blessed. MAKE SURE YOU CONTINUE TO REBLESS THE SYSTEM FOLDER ON THE SCARECROW DRIVE, WEIRD THINGS START TO HAPPEN IF YOU DON'T!

• IN ORDER FOR THE SYSTEM TO BOOT, THE HOST DEBUGGER ON A SEPARATE MACHINE MUST BE RUNNING. If you are not debugging, set the general preferences to not stop on code loads, and uncheck the menu item, "Stop for Debugstrs".
Maxwell currently only supports PDMs with onboard video, apple hard drives with at least 80MB, (no ejectables) 13 inch monitors and apple keyboards. Maxwell at this time does NOT support any third party hardware.

- You cannot run both system 7 and Maxwell on the same volume. If you choose this dangerous route you deserve everything you are going to get. The FileSystem is NOT stable and won't be for some time. (Like when they go Alpha) Partition your hard disk or have multiple hard disks.

- Run Disk First Aid or Norton Utilities on your hard disk after running Maxwell. This should keep the Maxwell volume from corrupting.

• For Fun *** If you want to see a new theme, rename the z theme in the themes folder of the system folder of the scarecrow drive to default theme.